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July 2013
This letter serves to confirm the association between FEED SA and
The SA beaded bracelet production association, whereby 25 % of all
sales will be donated towards FEED SA
FEED SA is a non-profit organisation whose main aim is to establish
feeding programmes within townships. These feeding programmes
are aimed at those who receive no other forms of funding
whatsoever, and to children who go to school on an empty stomach.
Our main goal is to uplift South Africans by ensuring that each child
from our beneficiaries is guaranteed at least two nutritious meals a
day. We also assist Aids/ Community Centres, after school
programmes and feeding schemes for the elderly and bed ridden
citizens.
In addition to the feeding programmes, FEED SA runs education and
teacher training, and helps to build and set up crèches, from
operations and infrastructure such as classrooms, toilets, ablutions,
kitchens and offices, as well as teacher training and teaching
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curriculum. This too, eventually allows for sustainability and small
business ventures for the teachers.
FEED SA takes a hands-on approach in the townships, operating at
a grass roots level and working with prominent and reliable leaders in
the communities
Education begins with a full tummy – and FEED SA believes that
every child has a right to be fed, educated and uplifted, as well as to
be given a chance at a better life
FEED SA encourages all to assist in helping those who are much
less fortunate than we are – so they can keep on feeding hearts,
minds and tummies...
We are grateful to be a part of this wonderful project with The SA
beaded bracelet production association and look forward to a
successful venture together.
Yours Sincerely

Candice Etberg
Executive Director
FEED SA
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